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Trekking in the Everest Region 1996
accurate and detailed maps to help trekkers find their way in one of the world s most daunting
frontiers

Trekking in Nepal 1997
sends trekkers to nepal equipped with comprehensive information on the country s most rewarding
routes what to bring what to expect and the people and history behind it all covers 21 major areas of
nepal over all types of terrain plus alternatives and side trips provides visitors with the information
and inspiration to be culturally appropriate and environmentally sensitive guests

Bhutan 2008-01
a fully revised second edition guide to trekking in this mysterious country with 19 treks of between
three to 24 days in length this guide offers a unique perspective to trekking through bhutan a
thorough introduction offers advice on preparation and fitness when to go and how to get there
trekking in bhutan as well as the people and culture of this country the guide includes all the stunning
trails are accompanied by full route information information on preparation health issues permits and
local culture information to ensure a minimum impact trek illustrated with the author s own stunning
photographs and full colour sketch maps of each trek

Everest: A Trekker's Guide 2023-09-25
everest has an eternal appeal for mountain lovers and the classic trek to everest base camp is high
on the bucket list of many trekkers this guidebook covers the most popular route in the khumbu
valley from lukla via namche bazaar and gorakshep to everest base camp and kala patthar the best
viewpoint for everest it also describes the classic route from jiri to lukla taken by tenzing norgay and
sir edmund hillary as well as a trek north to gokyo with its spectacular lakes and the peak of gokyo ri
finally the three passes trek also starting in namche links the region s major passes and valleys the
guidebook includes suggestions for side trips and time spent in namche bazaar pangboche dingboche
and gokyo as well as one trek approaching everest from tibet from kharta to the kangshung face it is
packed with essential advice on trekking in the himalayas including planning and preparation trekking
formalities health and acclimatisation as well as notes on culture and the fascinating history of the
region making this a complete guide to exploring the area

Trekking Nepal 2011-06-01
any nepal travel guidebook will give you details details details but read stephen bezruchka s trekking
nepal the best for background and thorough trekking advice christian science monitor on the 7th
edition co written by veteran nepal trekkers with more than 60 combined years of experience in the
region new 8th edition reflects the most current political information and includes both popular and
lesser known trekking destinations after much political unrest tourism to nepal is again on the rise as
a travel destination new features of the 8th edition include expanded coverage of areas outside of the
primary trekking routes as well as of less traveled routes near major trailheads new details on
trekking in the everest annapurna and langtang regions new diy information for independent
exploring how to make contact with villagers use local maps find porters and guides understand
pricing guidelines and arrange travel necessities such as water purification and meals
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Everest: a Trekker's Guide 2023-07-15
guidebook to trekking in the everest region of the himalaya in nepal including thame valley lukla to
namche everest base camp from namche and gokyo the cho la and phortse route plus one route in
tibet the kharta valley also describes the three passes trek dingboche to namche via kongma la cho la
renjo la

TREKKING GUIDE 2015-11-13
people with a determined mind and physical fitness should trek at high altitude sometime in their life
trekking is one grade difficult to walking in the hilly terrains and one grade easier than negotiating the
mountain passes whatever it may be trekking seem to be a simple adventure sport but many a times
it turns out to be hazardous and life threatening from the time you finish your breakfast and leave the
hamlet to start the trek until the time you return back to the same spot or to any other rest house you
are always at a risk of injury threat to your life or at least in a situation of sos i have trekked at high
altitudes in india and nepal with my children aged 41 2 and 8 1 2 year olds they did not take a
piggyback to the base camps but trekked at 9000 13000 and 19000 ft altitudes themselves along
with us and other trekkers en routes taking such small children at high altitudes were extremely risky
and against the views of most trekkers and even our family elders we do love our children and we are
concerned about their safety it is only a good planning and a careful strategy each time you start your
trek that keeps you safe and accident free in order to ensure almost 100 safety my wife and i read
several books on trekking before starting out on our first trek in the nepal himalayas unfortunately
many vital information were lacking on safety in all these books myself being in fitness since
childhood decided to jot down points that were necessary for a good and safe trek this was necessary
for us to come back home safe and sound after enjoying over a fortnight of bone breaking arduous
journeys in the mountain trails of indian as well as nepal himalayas with a baby and a child both of
whom walked steadily keeping pace with adult trekkers in the trail when you leave home until you are
back with the experience of trekking you are prone to many hazards in the journey as well as in the
trails to ensure that you are safe and well equipped with all the necessities the same way your
grandma or your mom would like you to be in you need to read this book and carry it along when you
start your journey the next time you plan a trek this small guidebook has endless valuable information
which many people and books on trekking unfortunately do not provide you with this is why it is called
god s guide to safe trekking meaning the advice and suggestions here are genuine and sincere which
only the almighty god could provide in such instances for your safety the advise in this book is non
commercial and non biased not seeking to advertise any specific product or service this little book on
safe trekking is handy and your friend in need during your trek you may go through it every evening
while you relax in one of those hamlets in the trails tucked in your sleeping bag against the quiet
flowing streams and the crackling sound of the candles have a pleasant and safe trek now and always
god bless you

Guide to Trekking in Himachal 2003
this book describes 75 treks spread all over himachal it includes all types of treks from easy to tough
from one day adventure trips to month long circuits across high passes it also gives valuable
information on planning and executing wilderness trips

Lonely Planet Trekking in the Nepal Himalaya 2016-01-01
lonely planet trekking in the nepal himalaya is your passport to the most relevant up to date advice
on what to see and skip and what hidden discoveries await you get to the heart of the nepal himalaya
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and begin your journey now

Trekking in Tibet 1999
bordered by the himalaya on the south and the karakoram on the west tibet offers trekkers an
experience like no other in this updated edition of trekking in tibet mccue prepares us for a sojourn
into this mystical other worldly land presenting detailed discussions of pre trip planning the most
rewarding treks as well as an educational glimpse into the country s history and culture

Trekking Everest Base Camp - The Day to Day Guide
2019-05-26
this guide provides all the information i couldn t find online collates the information i could adjusted
and added to with information from the trek itself no matter how you choose to get there or in what
season this guide is the guide i wish i had i collated so much useful information on the whole
experience and in preparation for the trek that i got voted by my tour group as the most organised let
my hours in planning make your trip as it did mine much less stressful and lighter through effective
planning packing and knowledge not only does this collate all the preparation information but also
include a day to day account of the trek from food budgets toilet options and how we handled acute
mountain sickness each step of the way along with daily difficulty ratings better prep equals less
stress and a better experience take only what you need leave at home what you don t so you can
spend more time enjoying one of the most amazing hikes this world has to offer for a lot more general
hiking information and tips click on my name or search by title my book must know tips and lists for
hiking trekking tramping

A Guide to Trekking in Nepal 1981
a concise guide to the everest base camp trek has been prepared to help anyone planning the trek to
be ready physically and psychologically for the challenge of trekking to the base of the world s
highest mountain this practical guide covers how to prepare physically for the trip a typical itinerary
the difference between luxury and standard treks some advice on practical matters like visas and
insurance an estimate of what you can expect to spend advice on staying healthy while trekking and
a detailed packing list including advice on photography gear also included is the author s trip diary so
you can see what it was really like day by day

Concise Guide to the Everest Base Camp Trek 2020-02-09
thoroughly revised and updated new edition features one of the most detailed histories of tibetan
culture and geography available for travelers includes a new trekking route over a glaciated 19 300
foot pass used by h einrich h arrer author of seven years in tibet in the new edition of this
indispensible trekking guide to tibet travelers will learn the necessities of pre trip planning and how to
seek out the most rewarding treks in a region of the world few get to visit new features of the 3rd
edition include expanded section on east tibet new five day trek in the popular lhasa region of the
pilgrimage circuit of lhamo latsho new trek route over a pass used by g eorge mallory in 1921 on his
first reconnaissance of everest new two day trek in the shishapangma region four new treks in the
mount kailash region
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Trekking Tibet 2010-10-08
escape to the himalayas now enjoy the spectacular flower bedecked trails to the highest mountain
meadows in the world experience the wonder of the mountains and the fellowship in this inspiring feel
good book while safe at home find out if the author s fears of killer cows swaying suspension bridges
and altitude sickness prevent her from reaching her goal the valley of flowers was a chance discovery
for a mountaineer caught in a himalayan blizzard it s now part pilgrimage part wilderness hike pure
thrill

The Valley of Flowers 2020-05-30
in the new edition of this indispensible trekking guide to tibet travellers will learn the necessities of
pre trip planning and how to seek out the most rewarding treks in a region of the world few get to
visit

Trekking in Tibet 2010
rucksack guide mountain walking and trekking is your essential handbook for when on the mountain it
offers concise guidance and support for whatever situations you might find yourself in including
technical skills tips and reminders on the key techniques weather from interpreting weather maps to
dealing with thunderstorms navigation various techniques including using a compass the setting the
map safety essential procedures to ensure the safety of yourself your party and others on the
mountain emergencies guidance on what to do in extreme situations the book is colour coded for
easy reference and all information is presented in lists and tables making it simple to understand in
testing conditions the rucksack guide series is taken from mountaineering the essential skills for
mountain walkers and climbers the definitive handbook for hill walkers climbers and mountaineers

Rucksack Guide - Mountain Walking and Trekking
2014-03-07
covers the most popular route in the khumbu valley from lukla via namche bazaar and gorak shep to
everest base camp and kala patthar it also describes the classic route from jiri to lukla taken by
tenzing norgay and sir edmund hillary as well as a trek north to gokyo

Everest 2018-11-08
mustang is a magical and mystical shangri la hidden for centuries behind the himalaya this high and
wild land has remained untarnished as mustang stirs into modernity the spirit of old tibet lingers on in
its cultural treasures walled cities crumbling fortresses ancient monasteries inaccessible cave
dwellings and secretive religious art the wildest dreams of nature unfold a panorama of strangely
eroded fairytale outcrops pinnacles and twisted turrets mysterious canyons and fantastically etched
contorted cliffs are painted in a myriad of vivid colours the aim of this new trekking guide to mustang
is to introduce not only the different trails but also the amazing almost unique culture each of the
monasteries and hidden cave shrines of mustang holds a spellbinding allure in one or two of the caves
even stranger and very dark secrets from the ancient past have been unearthed mustang will change
but no earthly mortal can tear apart the phenomenal sights of nature here only nature herself and
those fiery hot headed demons that are suppressed by the stronger forces of the cosmos this ground
breaking guide packed with cultural detail is an indispensable companion for those discovering this
lost paradise see also mustang the untrodden trails isbn 978 1519105240
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A Trekking Guide to Mustang 2016-01-01
a fine adventure presents trekking peru a hiking guide to independent travel peru is a world class
backpacker s paradise with jagged mountain peaks massive glaciers and hypnotic blue lakes coming
together like a dream trekking peru a hiking guide for independent travel by andy fine provides a
comprehensive guide to hiking many of the spectacular treks in peru it includes a pre trip planning
guide practical trail maps with hiking times and distances recommended itineraries detailed elevation
profiles and all the insider tips you need to successfully trek these unforgettable adventures this
guidebook provides the requisite knowledge to independently hike some of peru s most popular and
some of its lesser known treks without the reliance on a tour company guides to the following
peruvian treks are included salkantay trek to machu picchu ausangate trek to rainbow mountain
huayhuash circuit alpamayo circuit laguna parón laguna 69 volcán chachani trekking peru is the
product of two months independently trekking throughout peru s vastly diverse landscapes not only
did i have the privilege to hike amongst some of the world s best terrain but i did so for considerably
less money than you might think and had the solitude and flexibility that only hiking independently
without a guide provides this guide provides very thorough details on a selection of multi day treks
rather than brief summaries of a myriad of hikes the book is focused on how to hike the treks
additional resources will complement this guide to fill in the ancillary details like restaurants and city
lodging necessary for your complete trip planning paperback is exclusively black and white for
colored maps and photos choose the ebook option all customers have free access to andy s travel
consultation services including one on one trip planning and gps tracking files anyone planning to hike
through peru will greatly benefit from all the information in the guidebook

Trekking Peru: a Hiking Guide to Independent Travel
2020-02-13
the first comprehensive trekking guide to the andes includes descriptions for over 30 of the most
popular treks plus many interesting day walks in all 7 countries the mountain chain of the andes the
guidebook contains descriptions for 33 main treks every trek included has a sketch map of the area
and a trek profile indicating heights each trek is graded and summarised for duration distance total
ascent and highest point there is an introductory chapter on trekking in the andes comparing the
different areas and giving advice on planning a trek and general travel advice for south america each
area chapter also has a brief introduction giving details of climate and travel important towns for
accessing the treks are described concentrating on information relevant to the trekker appendices
include flora and fauna information and a glossary of spanish english terms relevant to trekkers

The Andes 2001
a very well written book with several off beat treks lucid stage by stage descriptions alluring
photographs high quality maps and even 3 d satellite images an excellent resource to motivate
trekkers to pick up their rucksacks and head for the mountains captain m s kohli padma bhushan
leader of the first indian everest expedition 1965 this labour of love is truly the new route planning
bible main routes and obscure routes are all covered with just the detail you need jamie mcguinness
author of trekking in the everest region and four time everest climber

Guide to Trekking in the Western Himalayas 2009-12-09
the most thorough trekking guides to these regions
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Trekking in Russia & Central Asia 1994
hiking in himalaya mountains region guidebook

Trekking in the Himalayas 1995
fully revised fourth edition of this practical guide z99 60 detailed route maps covering not only the
classic treks but also the wild routes

Trekking in the Everest Region 2002
embark on an unforgettable journey through the majestic himalayas with trekking in nepal a traveler
s trekking guide from the towering peaks of the annapurna and everest regions to the serene
landscapes of langtang this comprehensive guide is your key to exploring nepal s breathtaking trails
whether you re a seasoned trekker or a first time adventurer this book provides detailed maps trail
descriptions and insider tips to make your trekking experience truly unforgettable get ready to
discover the beauty of nepal one step at a time

Trekking in Nepal 2024-04-04
offers a challenging and beautiful trek to the top of mount kilimanjaro africa s highest peak along with
city guides for the surrounding area

Kilimanjaro 2010
this is the third edition of this popular guidebook to the langtang valley and its surroundings updated
after the devastating earthquakes of 2015 to the north of kathmandu the langtang gosainkund
helambu and tamang heritage regions are a surprisingly pristine garden of nature s wonders
enchanting forests host rarely seen wildlife such as the endangered red panda and musk deer sheer
ramparts guard the tremendous cirque of himalayan glaciers and finely fluted ice walls of the upper
langtang valley colourful idols abound in ancient monasteries below the fluffy clouds above the
gosainkund ridges pilgrims bow in reverence beside 108 sacred lakes trekking around the langtang
region is an exquisite experience where the authentic face of nepal presents a kaleidoscope of variety
and interest from sparkling spires and furrowed valleys to sweeping terraced hillsides and quaint
village lanes the langtang region is sure to capture your heart

A Trekking Guide to Langtang 2020-02-02
sixth edition of this classic trekking guide to the everest region of nepal s himalaya ranging from lush
terraced fields to the highest mountain on earth the scenery is breathtaking there are trekking
possibilities to suit all budgets from independent trekkers on a shoestring staying in simple lodges
with sherpa families to travellers on guided treks with every luxury provided this practical guide
includes detailed route maps covering not only the classic treks but also the wild routes everest
expedition route rolwaling trekking from lukla salpa arun the gokyo trek high passes trekking peaks
including mera and island peak getting to nepal l kathmandu trek preparations and what to see where
to stay and eat l health and safety employing a guide or porter in nepal
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Trekking in the Everest Region 2017-03
guidebook to everest and the khumbu region of nepal one of the great trekking regions of the world
all the main trekking routes including from lukla and jiri to namche and routes to thame gokyo
thangboche lobuche kala pattar and everest base camp includes the route in tibet from tingri to the
north side and rongbuk monastery glacier

Everest: A Trekker's Guide 2010-09-09
this is my first travel guide in the new series visual hiking guide for wonderful patagonia of course
fully updated for 2021 22 seasons i decided to create this new series to help skilled hikers and
ordinary travelers to trek through complex terrain of torres del paine national park tdpnp with
confidence safety and knowledge of the place by using graphical content infographics detailed topo
maps schemes drawings and pictures with some flavor as text such presentation of the data will ease
the use of the travel guide in field will make it more versatile and practical for any age level of english
or background knowledge the guide contains all prices new park rules timetables bookings how to get
in by buses planes and catamarans where to stay and eat and how much it will cost all conditions for
accommodation plus detailed description of 11 major hikes in the w and o circuits as well as 4
additional less known secret hiking trails in the park the guide also provides 100 precise gps
coordinates for all sightseeing viewpoints trailheads and trail splits footbridges walking boards
suspension bridges campings refugios and hotels shops and restaurants 17 hiking maps depict
topography of the terrain major and sidewalk trails river and canyon crossing glaciers and lakes
sightseeing in addition there is info for each hike regarding hiking distance complexity altitude with
elevation profiles

Torres Del Paine National Park, Hiking & Trekking
2021-03-26
fully revised fifth edition of this practical guide with 60 detailed route maps covering not only the
classic treks but also the wild routes everest expedition route rolwaling trekking from lukla salpa arun
the gokyo trek high passes trekking peaks including mera and island peak information for all budgets
and trekking styles ranging from lush terraced fields to the highest mountain on earth the scenery is
breath taking there are trekking possibilities to suit all budgets from independent trekkers on a
shoestring staying in simple lodges with sherpa families to travelers on all inclusive guided treks with
every luxury provided getting to nepal from europe north america and australasia kathmandu
trekking preparations and what to see where to stay and eat kathmandu and along the trails
employing a guide or porter in nepal the environment how to minimize your impact on a fragile region
and still take hot green showers health and safety 60 route maps and village plans plus 30 color
photos

Trekking in the Everest Region 2009
eastern nepal has long been neglected by all but the most ardent trekkers due to its remoteness and
difficult access dominating the northern horizon from afar is kanchenjunga the five treasures of the
snows as it is known locally is one of the most difficult and dangerous peaks in the himalaya of all the
highest peaks in nepal kanchenjunga is the hardest to reach hiding away at the end of a maze of
contorted valleys a secretive and shy massif that is scarcely seen even when within touching distance
the five treasures are guarded by more than thirty five lesser treasures that almost steal the show of
course a great view of kanchenjunga can be captured on a flight to bhutan from kathmandu with a
great deal more ease and comfort but that would be to miss all those fabulous moments on trek to
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savour peaks such as khumbakarna jannu mera pathibhara chuli chang himal wedge peak kabru
talung and rathong are some of the lesser peaks that grace the panoramic views from airy ridges and
high notches en route to the base camps there is more to kanchenjunga and eastern nepal than just
snowy peaks though the valleys are sliced deep as if slashed with a khukri knife their sides almost
sheer the forests are enticing mysterious enchanting and pristine even though they do seem to
dominate a little too much of the march in the region is a naturalist s paradise as joseph hooker found
out more than 150 years ago this is the first guidebook to this fascinating region since kev reynolds
ventured here in the 1980s and 1990s

A Trekking Guide to Kanchenjunga 2016-12-22
this is a budget version of the travel guide reduced production costs instead of fully colorful pages
inside standard version it has black and white b w interior the colors are nice to have but not essential
and can be sacrificed to minimize printing costs yet the book delivers all necessary information as the
standard version this is my first travel guide in the new series visual hiking guide for wonderful
patagonia of course fully updated for 2021 22 seasons i decided to create this new series to help
skilled hikers and ordinary travelers to trek through complex terrain of torres del paine national park
tdpnp with confidence safety and knowledge of the place by using graphical content infographics
detailed topo maps schemes drawings and pictures with some flavor as text such presentation of the
data will ease the use of the travel guide in field will make it more versatile and practical for any age
level of english or background knowledge the guide contains all prices new park rules timetables
bookings how to get in by buses planes and catamarans where to stay and eat and how much it will
cost all conditions for accommodation plus detailed description of 11 major hikes in the w and o
circuits as well as 4 additional less known secret hiking trails in the park the guide also provides 100
precise gps coordinates for all sightseeing viewpoints trailheads and trail splits footbridges walking
boards suspension bridges campings refugios and hotels shops and restaurants 17 hiking maps depict
topography of the terrain major and sidewalk trails river and canyon crossing glaciers and lakes
sightseeing in addition there is info for each hike regarding hiking distance complexity altitude with
elevation profiles

Torres Del Paine National Park, Hiking & Trekking
2021-08-20
this second volume in the aspiring hiker s guide series is meant to encourage beginner and
intermediate hikers backpackers and scramblers to explore british columbia s backcountry in and
around the national parks of mount revelstoke glacier kootenay and yoho along with the provincial
parks of mount assiniboine and mount robson with confidence and excitement aspects of venturing
into these areas are investigated including advice on gear clothing food and equipment procedures
related to safety and etiquette and considerations as to physical fitness and first aid routes and trails
are detailed with colour photographs and maps gps coordinates elevation gain charts distances
natural landmarks and tips on arriving at the destination safely best routes to summits are described
in detail to prevent confusion and injury as well the general histories of the trails routes and naming
conventions for some mountains add an element of understanding and intrigue about the experience
of the first peoples and early european explorers who set foot in these beautifully wild areas of
western canada

The Aspiring Hiker's Guide 2 2011-08-01
providing painstakingly detailed information for safely and securely navigating some of latin america
s most rewarding excursions this guide is for both avid climbers attempting chimborazo s 20 700 foot
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summit and recreational trekkers looking to get off the beaten path from the heights of the andes and
the cloud forests to the amazon coastal rainforests and the low lying beaches time tested travel
advice and updated route descriptions are offered on how to select the best outing to suit each
individual s interests abilities and time constraints step by step instructions on how when and where
to approach each trail guide climbers hikers bikers and trekkers through these often unmarked paths

Ecuador Climbing and Hiking Guide 2008-10
move over traditional sightseeing throngs of visitors and tourist traps explore europe on foot gives
travelers an alternative way to discover europe a hiking vacation offers countless rewards the time to
admire the tidiness of a village farm soak in the rugged alpine view from a rocky perch and absorb a
country through the smells of its landscape and encounters with locals explore europe on foot is a
complete guide to conceptualizing planning and executing the slow travel hike or hikes of a lifetime
author cassandra overby tells you how you can spend all or even just part of your vacation enjoying
scenery small towns and cultural experiences most travelers miss all without carrying a big backpack
this guide offers all the nuts and bolts you need how to choose a route that is right for you how to
plan what to pack what to expect how to find accommodations and food how to deal with challenges
along the way and so much more these aren t wilderness backpacking trips but rather a wide range of
town to town walks that offer the opportunity to have an authentic affordable restorative vacation
travelers will also appreciate overviews of fifteen long distance trails in belgium france italy germany
great britain morocco portugal spain switzerland and turkey with itineraries that range from one to
fifteen days for those unwilling to go all in cassandra also offers tips on incorporating day hike outings
into a more traditional vacation the focus is on how to craft that more immersive vacation so users of
the guide will be able to apply what they learn to their own dream destinations 15 handpicked walks
include rota vicentina portugal english way spain mont saint michel francetour du mont blanc france
and italy cinque terre 2 0 italy lycian way turkey alpine pass route switzerland king ludwig s way
germany the moselle germany the ardennes luxembourg and belgium the lake district england uk
west highland way scotland uk laugavegur trek iceland the sahara desert morocco

Explore Europe on Foot 2018-09-10
mustang is a magical and mystical shangri la hidden for centuries behind the himalaya this high and
wild land has remained untarnished as mustang stirs into modernity the spirit of old tibet lingers on in
its cultural treasures walled cities crumbling fortresses ancient monasteries inaccessible cave
dwellings and secretive religious art the wildest dreams of nature unfold a panorama of strangely
eroded fairytale outcrops pinnacles and twisted turrets mysterious canyons and fantastically etched
contorted cliffs are painted in a myriad of vivid colours the aim of this new trekking guide to mustang
is to introduce not only the different trails but also the amazing almost unique culture each of the
monasteries and hidden cave shrines of mustang holds a spellbinding allure in one or two of the caves
even stranger and very dark secrets from the ancient past have been unearthed mustang will change
but no earthly mortal can tear apart the phenomenal sights of nature here only nature herself and
those fiery hot headed demons that are suppressed by the stronger forces of the cosmos the second
edition of this ground breaking guide packed with cultural detail is an indispensable companion for
those discovering this lost paradise see also mustang the untrodden trails isbn 978 1519105240

A Trekking Guide to Mustang 2019-04-14
to the north of kathmandu the langtang gosainkund helambu and tamang heritage regions are a
surprisingly pristine garden of nature s wonders enchanting forests host rarely seen wildlife such as
the endangered red panda and musk deer sheer ramparts guard the tremendous cirque of himalayan
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glaciers and finely fluted ice walls of the upper langtang valley colourful idols abound in ancient
monasteries below the fluffy clouds above the gosainkund ridges pilgrims bow in reverence beside
108 sacred lakes trekking around the langtang region is an exquisite experience where the authentic
face of nepal presents a kaleidoscope of variety and interest from sparkling spires and furrowed
valleys to sweeping terraced hillsides and quaint village lanes the langtang region is sure to capture
your heart

A Trekking Guide to Langtang 2014-04-25

Pakistan Trekking Guide 1998-02
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